Kronehit is an Austrian private radio station. Kronehit went on the air for the first time on 28 June 2001 in Vienna and Lower Austria, and since 2004 it can be received throughout Austria. Kronehit belongs to the Mediaprint association and is the radio programme of Krone and Kurier. The station guides its listeners musically through the day with music, talk and lifestyle.
The Austrian radio station Krone Hit was looking for a 4K solution for their studio. They wanted to connect 4K computers with a direct fiber line to the studio, so that the moderators can manage the show in the studio.

www.kvm-tec.com
The Media4K connect was selected for this solution. It is the ideal product with a very compact housing, which makes it possible to install the extender perfectly in the moderation tables. Furthermore, it is possible to display a 4k 60Hz video stream without delays over only one 10G fiber cable. The moderators can present the program in 4k without latency. 7x 4k lines were installed in a point-to-point connection. It is planned to expand the system in the near future with the Maxflex. At kvm-tec it’s possible to mix 4k and HD in a Matrix Switching System. Therefore the whole system is flexible and future proofed.